1. **SWE Paint Night**

   A night of painting with music for $5.

   **Date of Event:** Saturday, February 23, 2019  
   **Time of Event:** 7:00pm – 9:00pm  
   **Event Location(s):** Konover Great Room

   **Catering Resources Requested**  
   ▪ N/A

   **Facilities Resources Requested**  
   ▪ N/A

   **Public Safety Resources Requested**  
   ▪ Money will be collected at the door for this event. Charles Amerson will convey the information to public safety to see what they would like to do in terms of assigning officers.

   **Student Centers Resources Requested**  
   ▪ Table cloths will be on the tables and tarps will go underneath the tables.  
   ▪ Six foot tables will be set out with three chairs at each table.

   **Presented By:** Michaela Mueller  
   **Sponsoring Organization:** SWE

2. **34th Annual International Festival**

   *An evening of international ethnic and cultural diversity with performers and food*

   **Date of Event:** Saturday, March 02, 2019  
   **Time of Event:** 5:00pm – 9:00pm  
   **Event Location(s):** GSU Café

   **Catering Resources Requested**  
   ▪ Aramark will be providing a buffet for this event.

   **Facilities Resources Requested**  
   ▪ Trash cans will be delivered Friday.  
   ▪ Custodians and electricians will be present throughout the event.

   **Public Safety Resources Requested**  
   ▪ Charles Amerson will contact Public Safety to see what they would like to do in terms of assigning officers. Cash will be collected at the door.
**Student Centers Resources Requested**
- The stage company, CT Stage and Lighting, will bring their stage the Friday before after 2:00pm, and the festival will be set up at this time.
- The setup will remain the same as in previous years.
- 400 tickets will be available via Hawk Hub until 7:00pm the day of the event.
- A production engineer will be assigned for the band that is performing if they do not have their own sound equipment. Kharla Colon will let SCA know once she confirms this, or if they will hire an external group to do sound due to the extensive needs. Otherwise, Nick Matta will meet with the International Festival Technical Contact to work out something on the SCA side.

**Presented By**: Kharla Colon  
**Sponsoring Organization**: International Center

---

**3. Study Abroad Trivia**

**Competition / Contest**

**Catering Resources Requested**
- N/A

**Facilities Resources Requested**
- N/A

**Public Safety Resources Requested**
- N/A

**Student Centers Resources Requested**
- A QSC speaker will be used to play music through the iPod and set up the microphone.
- One HNC table will be put out.
- A mobile projector will be set up with a mac adapter and VGA.
Presented By: Kharla Colon
Sponsoring Organization: International Center